Campus Champions

Champion Connections

Campus Champions Networks operate
successfully at hundreds of universities across
the United States. They serve as an invaluable
resource for near and recent college graduates
seeking to begin their careers.
At NJIT
additional Campus Champion roles can include
college networking forums, service to advisory
boards, career panels/programs, mentoring,
and a resource to share information about
scholarship programs.

Campus Champions are offered personal
assistance in locating and accessing specific
NJIT faculty, departments, student organizations,
Continuing Professional Education, and NJIT
business services.

Champion Mentors
Whether on a one to one basis or serving as a
career mentor to a learning community, the time
that you spend with NJIT students is an
invaluable complement for career development.
In-person and virtual mentoring opportunities
are available.

Champion Networking
This annual event is a fun-filled evening
allowing alumni the opportunity to share career
and life experiences with each other and with
our students. The outcome for our students is
their becoming better prepared career
networkers and professional communicators.

Champion Workplace Advocates
Stay actively involved with NJIT while facilitating
an important staff sourcing and talent
development role for your current employer.
The workplace advocate strengthens the
relationship between NJIT and your company.
Join hundreds of engaged alumni who realize a
tremendous benefit in promoting NJIT (1) as a
top tier entry-level recruitment school and (2) as
a resource for the design and delivery of
customized on-site training and education
programs which keep professionals at the
cutting edge of skills and knowledge.

Invitation to Special Forums
Gain corporate recognition by joining or
sponsoring workshops, panels, presentations
and information sessions. Campus Champions
are given priority participation for CDS career
seminars.

Champion Tool Box
All of the information needed to facilitate your
Champion’s role will be packaged for you in one
easy–access web location. At your fingertips will
be the CDS employer events calendar
highlighting top events such as career fairs and
on campus recruitment, NJIT enrollment data,
rankings and graduation data, graduates’ salary
information, NJIT business resources, top
employers listings, and the co-op supervisor’s
guide.

Our Pledge to Support You
Career Development Services is fully committed
to delivering a highly productive and
personalized experience for every Campus
Champion. This added-value program is
designed to recognize those alumni who
maintain a consistent, ongoing relationship with
NJIT.

Participate Now
Involvement is easy, the time commitment is
minimal, and the impact can be extraordinary.
Join the corps of NJIT Campus Champions.
Call 973.596.5617 or e-mail cds@njit.edu.

Build a Better Partnership
More information about Career Development Services is available at www.njit.edu/cds

